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Rationale:The course is designed to develop communicative competence and communication

skills of the undergraduate students.
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Course Content
s.

Section-A

At the end of the course students will be

able to-

. apply how to transform one paft ofspeech
into another part

. difterentiate between clauses and phrases

o fiame w/h questions
r explicate the elements of reading

elucidate the process of note taking

L Processes of word formation and transformation,
proper use ofarts ofspeech.

2. Basic sentence structures,
3. Clauses and phrases.

4. Joining sentences, transformation of sentences,

framing WH questions.

Prospective of reading; elements of reading:

vocabulary, syntax and meaning; reading

strategies: intensive and extensive reading,

scanning and skimming, prediction and inference,

reader's expectation, contextual understanding

and understanding the whole text, effective note-

taking.

Section-B

implement the notions of speking

explain mechanics in writing
place themselves as ideal listener

1. Art of good speaking, notions and tunctlons.
speaker-l i stener rapport, intonation and stress.

2. Process of writing, understanding academic writing:
features and elements.

3. Mechanics in uriting: capitalization and

punctuation.
4. Generating ideas tbr a writing task; dralting and

supporting ideas with evidence; integrating data and

graphics into texts.
5. Modes of writing; writing task: paragraph, essay,

summary, precis, repoft, abstract, letter of
application, assignment, examination paper.

6. Guidelines for developing listening skills, role of
good listener, listening comprehension.
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